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Introduction 
 
In 11th to early 15th century Novgorod, Russia, squirrel fur was so important to the 
economy that some kinds of tribute and rent were calculated in fur. Words for squirrel 
fur, such as vevrereitsy, vekshi, and bely, were used to mean money, and the forty fur 
unit, known as a sorochok, was used as a general monetary unit. The sorochok is found 
in birchbark documents, on tally sticks, and used on tribute bag seals.  
 
Fur was exported from Russia either by sea via the Baltic, down the Volga to 
Constantinople, or south east through Khazaria. These routes changed over time in 
response to shifting economic and political currents such as the Mongol invasion and 
the rise of Moscow as a political power. (Martin 1-4, Gaimster 67) The Russian fur trade 
was important enough that Constantinople lifted its own restrictions to allow a 
permanent Russian trade outpost. Novgorod preferred the Baltic route, but early on sent 
some fur to Kiev as tribute. (Martin 44)  
 
This paper explores the connections between this unit, the logistics of the fur trade, and 
the economy of Novgorod.  

Sources  
Novgorod stands out among Russian medieval sites based on its muddy environment 
and its reliance on wood as a building material. Combined, these factors have allowed 
both a greater degree of preservation of wood, and by its prevalence, the ability to date 
finds relatively precisely by dendrochronological means. Excavations began in 1929, 
with major publications appearing in the 1950’s and 60’s. An ongoing collaboration 
between UK and Russian institutions beginning in the 1990’s led to an increase in 
publications written in or translated to English. I have used research in English, in 
translation and in the original Russian.  

Novgorod’s Focus on Trade 
 
From its beginning in the 9th century, Novgorod was a trading center, with its 
advantageous placement on Lake Ilmen, near the Baltic Sea, generally maintaining 
trading relations with the Hanse, Sweden, Denmark, the Baltics, and onward as far as 
Baghdad through the Volga, as well as with Kiev and Moscow. Both the Hanseatic 
league, a powerful confederation of Germanic trading cities, and Gotland had their own 
trading outposts beginning in the 12th century (Gaimster 67).  
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Fur, particularly squirrel fur, made up a large portion of that trade, receiving silver, other 
non-ferrous metals, cloth, herring, wine, beer, spices, dried fruit, amber and weapons in 
return. (Gaimster 68, Martin 67). Hanseatic records show up to 230,000 squirrel pelts 
traveling by individual ships from Estonia in the 14th and 15th centuries. (Makarov 2012 
385, Martin 159) Fur made up a major portion of the export business from Livonia, with 
some ships carrying only novgorodian fur. (Martin 65-68) Fur moved either up the 
Volkhov River and through the Gulf of Finland, or by the mid 13th century overland to 
Riga or Tallinn before loading on Hanseatic ships west.(Figure 1) (Gaimster 68) This fur 
would reach markets as far as England, France, and Italy, feeding the appetite for fur for 
linings of garments. (Veale 57-77)  
 

 
Fig. 1 Land and sea routes from  Novgorod to the Baltic.  
Source: Gaimster 68 
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Fur Trade Logistics in Novgorod 
 
Novgorod’s fur trade was multifaceted, and can be reconstructed from a variety of 
evidence. Fur animals were trapped and hunted with bow and arrow, by peasants and 
townsfolk alike. Blunt arrowheads designed to be used for fur hunting have been found 
in quantity in Byeloozero, Ryurik Gorodische, and Novgorod. Extensive osteological 
remains found at Mininio outside Novgorod also support the overall fur trade, with 
beaver accounting for a large portion of the assemblage. (Makarov 2012 383) 
 
Wooden arrows, occasionally bone reinforced, are frequently found in Novgorod from 
the 10th to the 15th century, while a complete bow was found in a 13th century context. 
A wooden frieze in the Church of St Nicholas in Stralsund Germany depicts 
Novgorodians hunting. (Figure 2) (Rybina 2007 132-133) 
 

 
Fig. 2 A wooden frieze in the Church of St Nicholas in Stralsund Germany depicting 
Novgorodians hunting. 
Source Rybina 2007 133 
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Fig. 3 Wooden Arrows found in Novgorod.  
Source Rybina 2007 135 
 
Marten is mentioned in the birchbark letters in the 14th-15th centuries. (Rybina 2001 
129) Beaver fur was a constant in trade through the 14th century, after which both 
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mentions of beaver fur and bone remains found decrease sharply. (Makarov 2012 384) 
Sable is mentioned by Arab writers as a consistent export from Russia, with one 
mention in the birchbark documents, but most osteological finds are from Siberia, 
(Rybina 2001 129, Makarov 2012 386) suggesting that sable was not a local product.  
 
Both tally sticks using the fur accounting unit, the sorochok/timber, and wooden seal 
locks for securing tribute bags have been found in Novgorod. The birchbark documents 
also contain many references to the fur trade. 
 
Grey squirrel was the mainstay of Novgorod’s fur trade, being the type most frequently 
mentioned in the Novgorod birchbark letters, from the 12th -15th centuries.  (Rybina 
2001 129) We can see from the complexity, geographic reach, and boyar participation 
in the pelt collection system that the squirrel fur trade was central to medieval 
Novgorod’s economic and political well-being, allowing the city to obtain cash and other 
trade goods, as well as maintaining ties outside Russia. (Makarov 2012 388, Martin 
161-163) It is estimated that at minimum 200,000 pelts yearly were collected by the 
rent-tax system alone. (Martin 157) The trappings of this trade permeated the life of the 
city;  tribute and rent were paid in fur, and the sorochok was used not just to count furs, 
but as a unit in other monetary transactions. Fur was not only obtained as tribute, but 
also was a commercial enterprise for both the townspeople and those in outlying areas, 
reaching into the far north. (Martin 75, Makarov 2012 388) See figure 4. 
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Fig. 4 Novgorod’s northern hinterlands. 
Source: Martin 
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The quantity of squirrel bones found at Minino supports widespread squirrel hunting 
from the 10th through the 13th centuries, and indicates that an additional supply of fur 
existed outside the tribute system. (Makarov 2012 384)  
 
Once collected, skins were packaged and sent to Novgorod from the northern 
hinterlands in sacks sealed with wooden locks, often marked with both owner and the 
collector or location. Six seal locks (translated as cylinder tallies) with listed locations 
where the tribute was collected have been found in Novgorod, all from the northwest 
hinterlands of the Svernaya Dvina, between 520-900 km distant from Novgorod itself. 
(Yanin 2007 207, Makarov 2006 262-263) Cross referencing these finds with names 
from the birchbark documents allows us to see that Novgorod had begun to assert 
territorial claims in the northern Dvina in search of fur as early as the 11th century 
(Makarov 2006 262-263) 
 
 

 
Fig. 5 Receiving furs as tribute. Pelts on a willow/wood ring. 
Source: Rybina 2001 130 
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Squirrel fur was collected and sold in units of forty pelts, called sorochok in Russia or 
timber in the west and Scandinavia, flowing to Novgorod from the northern hinterlands 
through the boyars as tribute, as well as from individual merchants and settlements, and 
thence outward to western europe.  Pelts were counted in the thousands on one seal 
lock and the words for squirrel fur, vevrereitsy, vekshi, and bely, were used as general 
words to mean money. (Makarov 2012 385) The Hanseatic League carried a large 
portion of this volume west. Many grades and ways of making up the fur are attested, 
including gray and white vair, grey gris, and white miniver. (Martin 61-64, Veale 20-21)  

 

Fur as Economic Force 
 
Fur was a medium of exchange in early Rus, including Novgorod, along with silver 
ingots and non native coinage, since native coinage was not actually all silver, and was 
largely limited to a period on either side of the year 1000, and again around 1070 
(Franklin 50-52, Pavlova 376-379). Trade conducted in silver in the 12-14th centuries 
was conducted in foreign coinage or in grivnas, silver ingots. (Spufford 221-223) A 
major source of silver coinage in Novgorod was the fur trade. (Martin 163) 
 
Birchbark documents show that several words, vevrereitsy, vekshi, and bely, were used 
to mean both squirrel fur and amounts of money. (Makarov 2012 385) In the 14th 
century one Vasilii Matfeev paid 20,00 squirrel pelts and 10 rubles for a large tract of 
land, indicating the buying power of fur. (Martin 70) 
 
Tribute to Novgorod, particularly from the far north, was often assessed and paid in fur. 
(Martin 75, Veale 74-76) A charter of Prince Sviatoslav, dated to 1137, assigns a portion 
of his income to a church endowment, expressed in fur, detailing which pogosts 
(adminstrative districts) would pay how many sorochoks. (Martin 54-55, Noonan & 
Kovalev 2004 654-655) In areas where peasants owned their land outright, Novgorod 
taxed in fur. (Martin 75) Some 16th c taxes were levied as ermine tax and squirrel tax. 
(Martin 76, Makarov 2012 385) 
 
Rent was frequently paid in fur. A late 15th century document listing rents paid in 
Obonezh’e (a district of Novogord’s outlying lands) shows that at least half the 
landowners charged half or more of their rent in fur, which holds true for the other six 
districts where data is available. (Martin 72-78) 
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By the 14th century, a three part supply system was established; landowners procured 
fur in the form of rents, Novgorod taxed landowners, peasantry and townsfolk, and 
individuals trapped and sold fur independently. Martin estimates a minimum of 200,000 
squirrel pelts exported yearly in the late 15th century, down from 400,000 to 600,000 
yearly at the height of the trade in the late 14th and early 15th centuries. The markup on 
fur was as high as 54%, allowing for a generous influx of cash both to the city treasury 
and its merchants and landowners. (Martin 157-162) 

The Sorochok/Timber 
 

The sorochok/timber unit of forty pelts was the accepted unit for furs across Northern 
Europe by the 13th century, being used not only in Russia, but throughout the 
Hanseatic League, the Baltics, and in the fur’s final destinations of England and France. 
(Noonan & Kovalev 2004 661-663) 

 
The earliest reference to the sorochok in Novgorod is from birchbark document #336 
dated to 1110-1130’s, discussing if a debt enumerated in sorochoks has been collected; 
a similar reference can be found in an 1136 charter of Prince Sviatoslav to the church of 
St Sophia, in which he endows the church with a portion of his fur income, reckoned in 
sorochoks. Birchbark documents from the 12th century discuss furs, mostly squirrel, in 
sorochoks. (Noonan & Kovalev 2004 654-655) Wooden accounting tallies from 
Novgorod also attest this unit’s use. (Kovalev 2007 193)  

 
The sorochok/timber can be seen to be known in Denmark in the Knytlinga saga, 
wherein King Knut of Denmark sends a merchant to Novgorod, and receives a promise 
that the merchant will return with forty sacks of fur, 5 timbers to a sack, and forty in a 
timber. (Edwards & Palsson 129) This also shows us that a sack was 5 
sorochok/timbers, as supported by a seal lock from Novgorod with 5 notches marked on 
it. (Noonan & Kovalev 2004 661) 

 
Sorochok/timber tallies were found in Bergen, dated ca 1200, and in Stockholm dated 
1300-1350, suggesting tallies, and the forty fur unit, were also used to count furs in 
Scandinavia. A section of the Bergen law code of 1282 states the prices for timbers of 
various furs when sold to the royal treasury. (Noonan & Kovalev 2004 663) 

 
Furs were counted in forties in the British Isles as well; a Scottish toll book of 1150 
shows the use of the timber in reference to units of various types of fur. Additionally, two 
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Anglo-French ordinances of the 13th and 14th centuries refer to the timber as the 
proper way to count fur. (Noonan & Kovalev 2004 662) 

 
There are several theories regarding the origin of this unit and its name; since sorochok 
does not fit the existing old Russian counting patterns, a foreign source is often 
suggested, popular directions being Scandinavia, Byzantium, or a ratio involving silver 
dirhams. Pritsak and Yanin suggest various pelt to dirham correspondences, while 
Noonan and Kovalev slightly prefer a Byzantine origin for the word and note the 
depiction of furs measured in forties in a 10th c writing about 9th c gifts given by the 
Bulgarian Khan to the Serbs. None of the competing theories has wide acceptance, 
such that a definite origin of the sorochok as a unit of fur measurement is unknown. 
(Noonan & Kovalev 2004 664-671) 

Archaeological Evidence and Considerations 
 
Excavations in Novgorod began in 1929 and have continued to this day, providing a 
wealth of information. The comparative ease of preservation of wood in the muddy 
conditions of 10-15th century Novgorod gives us additional evidence for the logistics of 
the fur trade, as well as the overall economy, in the form of documents written on 
birchbark, tally sticks, and seal locks. The sheer quantity of well preserved wood objects 
also allows dendrochronological dating of the layers and objects contained therein. 
(Thompson xi, Yanin 2001 11-12) Common woods used are pine, birch, and spruce. 
(Brisbane et al 2007 13)  
 
 

Birchbark Documents 
 
Much of Novgorod’s casual personal and business correspondence was carried out on 
birchbark, including collections and records of debts, directives from landowners to 
peasants, shopping lists, child's writing practice, personal letters, and much more. 
(Thompson 55-63, Franklin 37) These documents have survived in large numbers in the 
muddy layers in Novgorod, and have changed significantly the understanding of literacy 
in the city. It is now apparent based on the type and frequency of these documents, 
taken together with the frequency of graffiti, that most of the populace had some 
functional literacy, and the more well off much more. (Franklin 39) Much of the content 
provides a window into the economic activity of Novgorod and its outlying areas, 
including the fur trade. 
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There are multiple references to fur, the sorochok, and other economic activity in 
various birchbark documents. Five birchbark documents from the 11th-12th century 
show verevitsy, squirrel fur,  used to mean ‘money’. (numbers 105, 246, 335, 657, 
772)(Makarov 2012 385) 
 
Eight birchbark documents refer to the sorochok. Birchbark 686, dated 1140-1190’s is a 
report to a posdanik (mayor) of Novgorod on the discovery of 18 sorochoks of squirrel 
fur that had been hidden. (Noonan & Kovalev 2004 656) Birchbark 7, dated late 12-early 
13th centuries, refers to a sorochok of fox, while similarly dated birchbark 420 discusses 
the sale of beaver pelts as a sorochok. (Rybina 129, Noonan & Kovalev 2004 657) 
 
Birchbark 336 (figure 6) discusses who is responsible for a debt, all figured in 
sorochoks: 

 
“Letter from Petr to Volchko: Was it you who told Rozhnet that 2 sorochoks are to 
be collected from Nustui? He does not owe a penny. Recently I borrowed 2 times 
2 sorochoks for 5 sorochoks from Dan’sha, and he will collect from him.” 
 

This letter demonstrates the ability to borrow in sorochoks as a unit of account, and the 
function of the sorochok as as an alternate monetary unit. We can see that the debt has 
been sold, and will be paid with interest. (Noonan & Kovalev 2004, Kovalev 2003a 33) 
 

 
Fig. 6 Birchbark document 336 
Source: Gramoty.ru 
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Tallies 
 
Tally sticks are notched and split sticks that record an amount paid, owed, done or 
collected, and are also known from many finds in western Europe. (Baxter 47) 
Novgorod has one of the largest collections of tallies, approximately five hundred and 
seventy, (Kovalev 2002) found in medieval Europe, with finds as early as the mid tenth 
century, up until the end of the well preserved archaeological layers in the mid 15th 
century. (Kovalev 2007 192)  
 
Tallies have the advantages of being easy to make, portable, and not requiring literacy 
to use. They are rarely inscribed with words, as the number of notches are the 
information they are designed to convey. A total of eight tallies have been found in 
Novgorod with inscriptions. (Franklin, 70-80) There are several types of tallies found, 
including tag tallies, credit tallies,, and accounting tallies. 
 
Tag tallies were used, likely by merchants, to tag a variety of goods with their quantities, 
and are shaped like pins with one sharp end, which can then be inserted to the sack, 
bolt or other container. Some have a knob, allowing suspension with string from a 
container. These tallies range from 12-31 cm in length, and .6-2 cm in diameter. At least 
20 tag tallies have been discovered in Novgorod, dating from the early 11th to the late 
14th centuries. Similar medieval tag tallies have been found in Stara Russa and Bergen. 
(Kovalev 2007191-192)(figure 7) 

 
 
Fig 7. Tag tallies, 1: 
11th century; 2: 
1390-1420; 3: 13th 
century; 4: 11th 
century; 5: 11th 
century. 
Source: Kovalev 2007 
196 
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Credit tallies are those that were split down the middle and half held by each of the 
parties to record debts, and ensure no changes were made. Credit tallies were then 
destroyed when the debts were fulfilled. (Baxter 50, Kovalev 2002) The use of credit 
tallies is known from various places in medieval Europe, including England and Italy. 
(Baxter 47) The earliest Russian credit tallies date to the 10th century, first in Ryurik 
Gorodische, then in Novgorod. These tallies are found both split and unsplit, as it is 
possible tallies were made in advance of need by a moneylender. (Kovalev 2007 199) 
 
Of these, sixty-one split and thirteen unsplit had been found in Novgorod up to 2007. 
Unsplit credit tallies range from 15.2 to 48.5 cm in length and from 1.5 to 4 cm in 
diameter, while split tallies generally range from 2.5 to 15 cm in length, and 1-3 cm in 
diameter, though examples exist up to 43.3 cm in length and up to 3.7cm in width. 
(Kovalev 2007 198) Not all credit tallies found are complete. (Kovalev 2003b 32-33) 
Eight of the thirteen unsplit tallies were found in one location, suggesting a 
moneylender’s residence. Some credit tallies use multiple denominations, and eight are 
inscribed with debtors names. (Kovalev 2007 199) 
 
Credit was widely available to residents in Novgorod. Moneylending was common 
enough that free peasants had access to credit as can be seen in birchbark document 
531, dated to the late 12th/ early 13th century, in which one Anna asks for assistance 
defending herself against accusations of improper moneylending. (Noonan & Kovalev 
2000 125) Many birchbark documents discuss aspects of the Novgorodian credit 
system including collateral, guarantors, statements of debt, and credit tallies. At least 
forty eight statements of debt on birchbark survive from Novgorod. (Noonan & Kovalev 
2000 130)  Credit tallies could be used to record all types of debts and transactions; 
Birchbark documents show tallies being used to record debts of silver and tribute of fish, 
(Kovalev 2007 197) though the birchbark documents show debts also recorded in 
money. (Noonan & Kovalev 2000)  

 
There are three instances of a forty unit/sorochok tally split as a credit tally (figure 8), 
indicating the sorochok was used as a standalone unit of account that could be 
borrowed against. (Kovalev 2003b 30-31, Noonan & Kovalev 2004 657) Birchbark 
document 336 (figure 6) also supports that the sorochok functioned as a monetary unit 
on its own. (Noonan & Kovalev 2004 654, Gramoty.ru)  
 
Accounting tallies form the largest portion of tallies found in Novgorod, with sizes 
ranging from 5.3 to 82 cm in length, and 1-3 cm in thickness. Most are cylindrical or 
irregular in section; rectangular, pentagonal, and peg shaped sections are attested but 
uncommon. Tallies have been found with a variety of number of notches from 3-142, 
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some of which fall into recognizable units, such as units of three, seven, ten, and forty. 
Of those, the forty unit tallies are the tallies specifically related to the fur trade. (Kovalev 
2007 193) (figure 9) 
 
 Forty unit tallies (4 groups of ten) represent the sorochok/timber, the standard unit for 
counting pelts. At least eight sorochok accounting tallies have been found in Novgorod 
dated from between 1030 to 1300. Addtional sorochok tallies have been found in other 
medieval Russian contexts, such as Rostov, Ryurik Gorodische, and Stara Russa. 
(Kovalev 2007 191, Noonan and Kovalev 2004 658) 
 
 
Tallies would have been used to count pelts as they were collected and bundled into 
forty count sorochok bundles on a wooden or willow ring, as seen in miniatures from a 
chronicle (figure 2), and then into sacks.  Both the evidence of the Kyntlinga saga and 
the Novgorod seal lock with five notches on it support that a sack equalled five 
sorochoks/timbers. (Noonan & Kovalev 2004 659) 
 
 

 
Fig. 8 . Sorochok credit tallies. 
Source: Kovalev 2003b  
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Fig. 9. Factor of ten unit accounting tallies. 
Source: Kovalev 2007 194 
 

Wooden Seal Locks 
 
Seal locks, wooden cylinders bored through vertically and horizontally,  were used to 
both secure and mark tribute sacks, often of fur. (Yanin 2007 203) They were usually 
made of thin birch or alder branches, with the bark initially left on. Dimensions are 
approximately 7-8 cm long by 5-6 cm wide.  At least fifty-one have been found in 
Novgorod, with thirty-eight on the same property, an administrative center. (Yanin 2007 
205-207) Seal locks are found as early as 970/980, but the bulk of these finds date to 
the 11th century, with some finds from the12th century. (Franklin 80-81, Yanin 2007 
205) 

 
Inscriptions include marks of princes, locations and amounts collected, and names of 
tribute collectors, with some seal locks being merely notched to indicate a quantity. 
(Petrova et al 98-99, Yainin 2007 205-207) Not all are inscribed, but all indicate tribute 
or fee activity in their context. When inscriptions are present, they name owners, 
collectors, or administrative officials, or summarize the contents. The inscriptions may 
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include symbols, names or both. (Kolchin 389, Franklin 81) Some ten of the seal locks 
with retained plugs are uninscribed, however these also had lost their bark, and 
potentially the inscriptions therewith. (Yanin 2007 205)  
 

 
Fig. 10. Seal lock ca 1000, with sealing plug in place. 
Source: Petrova et al 99. 
 
The seals are locked by knotting the ends of the drawstring of a sack, and running both 
ends of the drawstring through the longer axis groove, centering a second knot, finally 
driving a peg through the shorter axis groove, cutting it flush and splitting it, thereby 
retaining the knot. This prevents the bag from being untied without either cutting the 
drawstring or splitting the lock. Some finds have been found with this string still in the 
lock, and Yanin has reconstructed and replicated this mechanism. (Yanin 2007 203, 
Kolchin 389) (figure 10) 
  
The locations of these finds, in the known residences of the local elite, and their 
markings indicating their content’s status as tribute, allow us to see that tribute was 
collected by the local landowners, not the Prince directly. (Yanin 2007 207) Some of the 
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inscriptions refer to individuals appearing in the birchbark charters discussing tax 
collection, further supporting the local role in taxation. This local control of taxation is 
seen also in the agreement Novgorod maintained with its princes. (Mitchell & Forbes 
viii-ix) 
 

 
Fig. 11. 11th century seal locks.  
Source: Yanin 2007 206 
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One of these seal locks has five notches cut into it, which Noonan and Kovalev 2004 
(659) suggest indicates five sorochoks/one sack of fur. (figure 11f) Another pair of seals 
are labeled ‘Khoten’, and can be linked to a tax collector named Khoten found in 
birchbark document 902. (Yanin 2007 207)  

 

Conclusion 
 
We have seen that Novgorod used the sorochok to count pelts, as demonstrated by 
accounting tallies, and as a unit on seal locks. This common usage, combined with the 
intertwinement of the fur trade into rent and tribute, led to its use as an abstract 
monetary unit, as is illustrated in birchbark document 336, as well as the several finds of 
forty unit split credit tallies, showing the sorochok could also be used as a unit of 
account. The sorochok/timber served multiple purposes of Novgorod’s fur trade and 
economy, and by its very ubiquity demonstrates the centrality of the fur trade in 
medieval Novgorod.  
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Glossary 
 
Accounting tally. Tally stick with notches to indicate a quantity, can be any unit, 3, 7, 10 
and 40 are commonly found in Novgorod. 
 
Bely. Russian word meaning squirrel fur. 
 
Birchbark document. One of many everyday documents written with a stylus on 
birchbark, found frequently in Novgorod, but also elsewhere in NW Russia. 
  
Credit tally. A Tally stick that has been split after notching to provide a record of a debt. 
 
Gris. Fur composed of only the backs of squirrels, grey in color. 
 
Grivna. Silver ingot, used as currency during the coinless period. 
 
Hanseatic League. A confederation of Germanic trading cities active in the Baltic sea 
area.  
 
Hinterland. Outlying and politically/ ecconomicly dependant area in relation to a city, 
such as Novgorod. 
 
Miniver. A fur composed of only the bellies of squirrels, white in color. 
 
Pogost. An administrative district, used in the collection of tribute. 
  
Posadnik. Mayor equivalent in medieval Novgorod. 
 
Seal lock. Wooden cylinder used to mark and secure bags of tribute/taxes. 
 
Sorochok. Unit of 40, used to count pelts. Russian equivalent to timber. 
 
Timber. Unit of 40, used to count pelts. Western and Scandinavian equivalent to 
sorochok. 
 
Vair. Fur composed of alternating bellies and backs of squirrels, grey and white in color. 
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Vevrereitsy, Vekshi. Russian words meaning squirrel fur. 
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